OFFICIAL

AGENDA

SUBJECT: BIOSCIENCE FOR SOCIETY STRATEGY PANEL

MEETING: 12 JULY 2016

VENUE: DOUBLE TREE BY HILTON HOTEL, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON, WC1B 4BH

o Lunch Exercise: Lots of organisations undergo culture change, who should BBSRC learn from (e.g. EPSRC, Canadian RC, Norwegian RC, other sectors)?

1. Chair’s welcome and introduction ORAL
2. A ‘big picture’ update from BBSRC ORAL
3. A ‘little picture’ update from BBSRC ORAL
4. Update on BBSRC’s review of how it accesses and considers wider perspectives, including key messages from BBSRC Executive Group discussions BSS 02/2016*
   o Exercise: Developing the framework to support BBSRC’s consideration of wider perspectives
5. Round table horizon scanning session ORAL
7. AOB

*This paper is deemed OFFICIAL: SENSITIVE and is recorded separately from the main body of the minutes and is not publically available